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A B S T R A C T

Gentle Driving of Piles (GDP) is a new technology for the vibratory installation of tubular (mono)piles. Its
founding principle is that both efficient installation and low noise emission can be achieved by applying to
the pile a combination of axial and torsional vibrations. Preliminary development and demonstration of the
proposed technology are the main objectives of the GDP research programme. To this end, onshore medium-
scale tests in sand have been performed on piles installed using both impact and vibratory driving methods
(including GDP). While the results of the installation tests are presented by Tsetas et al. (2023), this work
focuses on the post-installation performance of GDP-driven piles under a sequence of slow/large-amplitude
(cyclic) and faster/low-amplitude (dynamic) load parcels. The field data point out the influence of onshore
unsaturated soil conditions, which result in complex cyclic pile stiffness trends due to the interplay of pile–soil
gapping and soil’s fabric changes. The pile stiffness under small-amplitude vibrations is strongly correlated with
the previous response to large load cycles, and noticeably frequency-dependent for load cycles with a period
lower than 1 s. Overall, the post-installation performance of GDP-driven piles appears to be satisfactory, which
encourages further development and demonstration at full scale.
1. Introduction

Ever more countries worldwide are working to shift their en-
ergy mix towards renewables. The Netherlands, country of origin of
this study, is actively contributing to the European decarbonisation
agenda (European Commission, 2020) by promoting the exploitation
of renewable energy sources, both onshore and offshore (Minister of
Economic Affairs and Climate Policy, 2020). In the country, recent pol-
icy updates require a substantial increase in offshore wind capacity to
4.5 GW by 2023 and to 21 GW by 2030 (Dutch Government, 2022). In
this regard, offshore wind energy will continue to play an increasingly
relevant role as an abundant, cost-effective resource (Esteban et al.,
2011), on the condition that the pace of its technological development
is further expedited. Presently, 15%–24% of the investment for the
construction of an offshore wind farm relates to the design, production,
and installation of substructures (Stehly and Beiter, 2020). Continual
improvement of engineering methodologies in this area is therefore
key to achieving further cost reduction (Byrne et al., 2019; Page et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2019; Pisanò et al., 2022a,b).

As reported in the latest EWEA report (Ramírez et al., 2021),
over 80% of the existing offshore wind turbines (OWTs) in European
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wind farms are founded on so-called monopile foundations, which
are most commonly installed by means of impact hammering. The
impact technology is to date very well established in the offshore in-
dustry (Kallehave et al., 2015). However, impact installation in certain
soil conditions (e.g., dense sands) may be slower than desired (Rodger
and Littlejohn, 1980; Achmus et al., 2020), which causes increased in-
stallation costs and, possibly, higher pile damage under many hammer
blows (Mosher, 1987; Meijers et al., 2018). Moreover, the underwa-
ter noise emitted during pile installation is known to be harmful to
marine life, and has motivated over the years the enforcement of
strict regulations to limit its negative environmental effects (Tsouvalas,
2020). Such regulations include the adoption of costly soundproofing
measures (Koschinski and Lüdemann, 2013; Tsouvalas and Metrikine,
2016a).

An interesting alternative to impact piling is provided by vibratory
technologies, which can achieve quiet(er)/fast pile installation through
the application of low-amplitude axial vibrations. The input excitation
is induced through the harmonic rotation of eccentric masses, usually
at a frequency no larger than 40 Hz. Vibratory pile hammers (or simply
vailable online 12 January 2023
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List of acronyms and symbols

ATP Auxiliary test pile
CPTu Cone penetration testing with pore water

pressure measurement
CSL Crosshole sonic logging
DSI Detailed site investigation
FBG Fiber Bragg grating sensors
GDP1, GDP2 Piles installed via GDP driving
GDP01, GDP02 Auxiliary piles installed via GDP driving
GDP Gentle Driving of Piles
HPT-MPT Hydro-profiling tests with mini pump tests
IH Pile installed via impact hammering
MTP Main test pile
PPT Pore water pressure transducers
PSI Preliminary site investigation
SCPTu Seismic cone penetration testing with pore

water pressure measurement
SPC Soil pressure cell
VH Pile installed via axial vibratory driving
|𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| Absolute value of the dynamic stiffness
𝐷 Pile diameter
𝐷𝑟 Relative density
𝐸𝐷 Stored elastic energy
𝐹 Load
𝐹𝑎𝑣 Average pile load
𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 Cyclic pile load
𝐹 Normalised pile load
𝑓 Frequency
ℎ Pile wall thickness
𝐾0 Static tangential stiffness

‘vibro-hammers’) have been manufactured since the 1940s (Rodger and
Littlejohn, 1980), and their benefits in terms of driving/noise perfor-
mance already put in evidence by a number of previous studies (Barkan,
1967; Mosher, 1987, 1990; Lammertz, 2003; Tsouvalas and Metrikine,
2016b). The use of piling loads lower than in impact driving can
effectively reduce both the damage and the radial expansion of the
pile during driving — the latter (Poisson effect) is a major culprit
for noise emission and larger soil resistance to driving (De Nicola
and Randolph, 1993). Despite its obvious benefits, vibratory driving
is not yet widely adopted for offshore piling. Its use is hindered by a
number of factors, including the limited availability of field data. Major
knowledge gaps also exist regarding the dynamic behaviour of the soil
during vibro-driving (Mazza and Holeyman, 2019) and the effects of
vibro-installation on the operational performance of the pile (Anusic
et al., 2019; Tsetas et al., 2020; Achmus et al., 2020; Staubach et al.,
2022; Kementzetzidis, 2023).

To boost the improvement of vibro-piling methods, a new tech-
nology – Gentle Driving of Piles (GDP) – has been recently proposed
in the Netherlands as core of a joint industry project led by the
Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) (Metrikine et al., 2020).
GDP targets enhanced piling performance and reduced noise emissions
through the simultaneous application of low-frequency/axial and high-
frequency/torsional vibrations. This thread of research was originally
inspired by observing that torsional vibrations do not induce radial
pile expansion during driving, which was foreseen to play in favour of
both driving and acoustic performances. A preliminary demonstration
of the proposed technology was pursued by performing medium-scale
field tests on identical test piles installed using impact and vibratory
driving methods, including GDP. The tests were performed in sandy
2

𝐾𝑎𝑣
𝑐𝑦𝑐 Average secant cyclic stiffness

𝐾𝑐𝑔
𝑐𝑦𝑐 Closed-gap tangential cyclic stiffness

𝐾𝑜𝑔
𝑐𝑦𝑐 Open-gap tangential cyclic stiffness

𝐾 𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝑐𝑦𝑐 Tangential cyclic stiffness

𝑘ℎ Horizontal hydraulic conductivity
𝐸𝑆 Plastic work
𝐿 Pile length
𝐿𝑒 Embedded pile length
𝐿𝑥 Pile–soil gap breadth
𝐿𝑦 Pile–soil gap depth
𝐿𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum pile–soil gap breadth
𝑁 Number of cycles
𝑝𝑎 Atmospheric pressure
𝑝𝑤 Pore water pressure
𝑞𝑐 Cone penetration resistance
𝑡 Time
𝑈 Pile displacement
�̃� Normalised pile displacement
𝑉𝑠 Shear wave velocity
𝑧 Soil depth coordinate (under ground sur-

face)
𝛥𝜎𝑟 Variation of radial soil stress
𝛥𝑝𝑤 Variation of pore water pressure
𝛾 ′ Soil’s buoyant unit weight
𝜎𝑟 Radial soil stress

soil at the Port of Rotterdam and comprised two distinct stages, the
first to investigate the driving performance, and the second to explore
installation effects in the response of the test piles to repeated lateral
loading.

While the rationale and early development of the GDP technol-
ogy is discussed in the companion paper by Tsetas et al. (2023),
this paper focuses on the post-installation response of the test piles
to cyclic/dynamic lateral loading. In particular, the behaviour ob-
served for two GDP-driven piles is thoroughly discussed in light of
the geotechnical conditions encountered at the test site. Selected field
measurements are presented in the following to (i) ‘reassure’ future
users about the cyclic/dynamic performance of GDP-driven piles, and
(ii) establish a conceptual framework for the interpretation of the whole
field data set.

Although the GDP project was originally motivated by offshore
wind developments, this paper provides experimental evidence and
conceptual findings that are generally relevant to piled foundations,
repeated lateral loading, and onshore sandy site conditions.

2. Medium-scale field tests at the Maasvlakte II site

The response of piles to monotonic lateral loading has been re-
searched since the 1960s (McClelland and Focht, 1956; Matlock and
Reese, 1962; Matlock, 1970; Poulos, 1971; Reese et al., 1975; Poulos
and Davis, 1980). The interest for dynamic loading conditions was later
motivated by earthquake engineering applications, and was initially
limited to the derivation of dynamic impedance functions for slender
piles (Novak, 1974; Kagawa and Kraft, 1980; Angelides and Roesset,
1981; Gazetas and Dobry, 1984; Dobry and Gazetas, 1988; Mylonakis
and Gazetas, 1999; Shadlou and Bhattacharya, 2014). Only more re-
cently, this line of work has been extended to the case of short/stiff
offshore units (monopiles and caissons) (Shadlou and Bhattacharya,
2016; He et al., 2019), though without considering relevant non-
linear effects, such as gradual variations in lateral stiffness and cyclic

accumulation of pile rotation (also termed ‘tilt’). The latter aspect has
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Fig. 1. GDP test site and its access routes — edited after (OpenStreetMap contributors,
2017).

Table 1
Pile dimensions.

Test piles Reaction pile

Length 𝐿 10 m 10 m
Embedded length 𝐿𝑒 8 m 8 m
Outer diameter 𝐷 0.762 m 1.6 m
Wall thickness ℎ 0.0159 m 0.02 m

attracted particular attention in the context of offshore wind research,
since limiting the monopile tilt during the whole operational life has
been recognised as an important design criterion (Arany et al., 2017). A
number of experimental studies have been performed to investigate the
occurrence and evolution of cyclic monopile tilt, including small-scale
tests under normal (1g) (LeBlanc et al., 2010; Abadie, 2015; Albiker
et al., 2017; Frick and Achmus, 2019; Richards, 2019) or augmented
gravity (Klinkvort et al., 2010; Klinkvort, 2012; Rudolph et al., 2014;
Zhu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Truong et al., 2019; Richards et al.,
2021), as well as medium-scale tests in the field (Li et al., 2015; Byrne
et al., 2020a,b).

The GDP field tests were performed at the Maasvlakte II port site in
Rotterdam, which comprises North Sea sand that was used to create a
reclaimed/compacted site. Site location and access routes are shown in
Fig. 1; the accessibility of the site and its proximity to logistic suppliers
were relevant criteria in the site selection process.

2.1. Test layout and site investigation

Geotechnical investigation activities at the Maasvlakte II site were
carried out between June and September 2019 in two phases of pre-
liminary and detailed site investigation — henceforth referred to as PSI
and DSI, respectively. In October/November 2019, nine tubular steel
piles were installed: eight test piles, and a larger/stiffer reaction pile
for the post-installation loading tests (pile specifications in Table 1).
Four of the test piles, henceforth referred to as Main Test Piles (MTPs),
were extensively instrumented, while the other four piles, labelled as
Auxiliary Test Piles (ATPs), were installed uninstrumented for prelimi-
nary testing purposes. The four MTPs were installed and labelled after
the corresponding driving method, namely impact hammering (IH),
axial vibro-hammering (VH), and GDP-driving (GDP1, 2), whereas the
ATPs were installed via impact hammering (IH01, 02) and GDP-driving
(GDP01, 02). As shown in Fig. 2, the MTPs and the ATPs were installed
around the reaction pile at a radial, centre-to-centre distance of 12 m
and 16 m, respectively.
3

Relevant site investigation work is summarised in what follows,
with further details provided by Tsetas et al. (2023). First, the PSI
was performed to identify suitable locations for installing the test piles,
mostly in light of site homogeneity and pile spacing considerations.
During the PSI, 25 CPTu tests were performed down to a target depth
of 10 m over a regular grid with a spacing of about 12.5 m. The PSI also
enabled the identification of the water table depth — between 3.5 and
4.5 m below the ground surface, depending on the specific location.
After selecting the final pile locations (Fig. 2), the DSI was carried out
around and at the centre of all piles. The DSI programme included:

– four CPTu tests at the ATP locations (target depth: 10 m);
– four Seismic CPTu (SCPTu) tests at the MPT locations (target

depth: 10 m);
– four hydro-profiling tests with mini pump tests (HPT-MPT) around

the MTPs (target depth: 15 m);
– borehole sampling around the MTPs, with a total of eight 10 m

long boreholes (two per MTP);
– crosshole sonic logging (CSL) tests performed at MTP locations

before and after pile driving (Tsetas et al., 2023).

Both PSI and DSI data confirmed the predominantly sandy nature
of the soil deposit from the ground surface down to approximately
10 m below. The upper 5 m consist of the dredged material employed
to create the Maasvlakte II site, which overlays a layer of sand and
clayey/silty sand from the Holocene Naaldwijk formation (Vos, 2015).
With reference to the locations of the MTPs and the GDP ATPs, the
profiles in Fig. 3 of (a) cone resistance (𝑞𝑐), (b) shear wave velocity (𝑉𝑠),
and (c) relative density (𝐷𝑟) (based on Jamiolkowski et al., 2003) sug-
gest the presence of medium-dense to very dense sand (𝐷𝑟 = 60–100%)
with an overall negative 𝐷𝑟 depth-gradient. The same negative gradient
is also exhibited by the corresponding SCPTu profiles of 𝑉𝑠 (only
available for the MTP locations). Profiles of hydraulic conductivity
(𝑘ℎ, horizontal component) are reported in Fig. 3(d) after HTP-MPT
measurements close to the locations of the MTPs. The 𝑘ℎ values shown
in the figure lie mostly in the range of 10−4–10−3 m/s (average per-
meability of 4.45 × 10−4 m∕s over the first 10 m.), which is typical for
the sandy soil found at the Maasvlakte II site. Since the interpretation
of HPT-MPT tests relies on the assumption of water-saturated soil, it
was not attempted to infer 𝑘ℎ values for the unsaturated soil above the
water table.

2.2. Pile instrumentation, ground monitoring, and loading equipment

The mechanical response of the instrumented MTPs was recorded
by means of the following sensors — technical specifications provided
by Tsetas et al. (2023):

– fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors at multiple locations along the
piles, to monitor strains in the longitudinal and two inclined
directions, at angles of 60 and 120 degrees with respect to the
horizontal axis;

– two triaxial accelerometers installed at diametrically opposite
locations, to record the dynamic response of the piles during
installation;

– one potentiometer transducer, to record the progress of pile pen-
etration by measuring the vertical displacement;

– one temperature sensor placed 40 cm above the pile tip.

Ground sensors were also installed to enable deeper understanding
of pile–soil interaction mechanisms. Eight VWPC2100 RST Instruments
sensors containing both soil pressure cells (SPCs) and pore water pres-
sure transducers (PPTs) were deployed to simultaneously record the
evolution in time of the total radial stress (𝜎𝑟) and the pore pressure
(𝑝𝑤), with accuracy and resolution of 5 kPa and 0.25 kPa, respectively.
For each MTP and prior to pile driving, the sensors were installed at two
different depths (6 m and 8 m below the ground surface, see Fig. 2) and
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Fig. 2. Site layout (left — ATPs in grey) and soil monitoring around the MTPs (right). For better readability, the site layout on the left is shown with MTP diameters and distances
from the central RP that are not to scale.
Fig. 3. Profiles of (a) cone resistance (𝑞𝑐 ), (b) shear wave velocity (𝑉𝑠), (c) relative density (𝐷𝑟), and (d) horizontal hydraulic conductivity (𝑘ℎ, 80 cm moving average plot). 𝑞𝑐
and 𝐷𝑟 obtained from CPTs performed on all piles while 𝑉𝑠 and 𝑘ℎ available only at the MTP locations from in-situ SCPTu and HPT-MPT tests.
set to record with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. All load test data
were low-pass filtered at 12 Hz to remove high-frequency noise from
the measurements.

The lateral loading tests, main subject of this paper, were performed
using the loading frame illustrated in Fig. 4. The loading equipment
included a TU Delft servo-hydraulic jack, which was able to impose
load-controlled horizontal forcing by means of a closed-loop control
system. The servo-hydraulic jack could load the test piles through the
tension of the connection beam, i.e., by cyclically pulling test and
reaction piles towards each other at a specified loading frequency. A
custom-built load cell was also employed to ensure the application
of desired load amplitudes regardless of the relative deflection of the
opposite piles. The load cell provided highly repeatable load values
over a selected range of 0.8 MN, with accuracy and resolution of 0.25
kN and 0.015 kN, respectively.

Since all test piles were installed to a target depth of 8 m, the
remaining pile length allowed lateral loading with an eccentricity 𝑒 = 1
m above the ground surface. During lateral loading, the deflection of
all test piles was sampled and low-pass filtered at 6789 Hz and 70 Hz,
respectively, via the displacement sensors (Gefran PY1, 100 mm stroke)
shown in Fig. 5.

As previously mentioned, four piles in total (GDP piles) were
installed through the GDP vibratory method. The testing programme
4

comprised monotonic loading on the non-instrumented GDP ATPs
(GDP01 and GDP02 in Fig. 2) and multi-amplitude cyclic/dynamic
loading on the four instrumented MTPs. Particularly, the latter tests
were conceived to explore the lateral response of the test piles to com-
binations of slow/large-amplitude (cyclic) and fast(er)/small-amplitude
(dynamic) loading. Henceforth, the terms ‘cyclic’ and ‘dynamic’ are
used to distinguish these two types of loading parcels and the associated
pile response.

2.3. Preliminary monotonic tests

Preliminary monotonic tests were carried to support the definition
of a cyclic loading programme compatible with the capabilities of the
loading frame. Monotonic loading was applied to the two GDP ATPs as
is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 6(a) (load vs time), while the
resulting force–displacement responses are reported on the left — the
pile displacement at the ground level was assumed to coincide with
the output of sensor 4 in Fig. 5. The load was kept constant on both
ATPs after achieving the intended maximum value of 550 kN, while
additional constant-load stages were introduced for GDP02 (at 325 kN
and 400 kN) to allow for possible creep deformations. The presence of
rate effects in the monotonic pile response was evaluated for GDP01 by
varying the loading rate with respect to the main selected value of 0.05
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Fig. 4. The loading frame connecting a test pile (left) to the reaction pile (right). The wooden supports in the picture were used to counteract the vertical deflection of the
connection beam under its own self-weight.
Fig. 5. Lateral pile motion monitoring by means of displacement sensors (1–2, 3–4)
and inclinometers (5–6). The pile displacement at the ground surface was assumed to
approximately coincide with the output of sensor 4 located for all piles approximately
15 cm above the ground.

kN/s. During the test on GDP01 the loading rate was increased twice to
70 kN/s, namely when the applied load lied in the ranges of 0–180 kN
and 330–420 kN. The fastest loading rate of 70 kN/s was selected as
representative of the average rate that the MTPs would later experience
under the cyclic loading parcel of largest amplitude.

Due to technical limitations of the loading frame, it was not pos-
sible to load the two piles up to their (conventional) capacity —
e.g., associated with a lateral deflection of 0.1𝐷 at the ground surface.
Such a capacity was thus estimated by analytically extrapolating the
monotonic response (see the dashed interpolation line in Fig. 6(a)). For
instance, a conventional capacity of 1.46 MN was estimated for GDP01
and a loading rate of 0.05 kN/s.

The lateral response of GDP01 was found indistinguishable to that
of the GDP02, at least during the onset of lateral loading highlighting
relevant installation effects as discussed in Kementzetzidis (2023). To-
wards higher loads, GDP01 appears to be globally stiffer than GDP02’s,
which is consistent with the values of cone resistance at the two pile
locations (cf. to Fig. 3). The clear presence of both rate effects and
creep in the measured pile responses confirms that time effects can be
significant even in sandy soil (Lazari et al., 2019). It should also be
noted that the same field evidence might have been co-promoted by
the occurrence of transient hydromechanical processes in the shallow
unsaturated soil. While more field research on this subject is being
carried out (Buckley et al., 2020), an influence of time effects is
generally to be expected.

The same monotonic responses in Fig. 6(a) are re-plotted in Fig. 6(b)-
left after normalising the applied load (𝐹 = 𝐹∕𝐿2

𝑒𝐷𝛾 ′) and the dis-
placement (�̃� = 𝑈∕𝐷 ⋅

√

𝑝𝑎∕𝐿𝑒𝛾 ′) as proposed by LeBlanc et al. (2010).
Such a normalisation enables some comparison to selected field test
results from the PISA project (McAdam et al., 2020), particularly to
those associated with piles DS4 (𝐿𝑒∕𝐷 = 10, 𝐷 = 0.273 m, ℎ = 0.7 cm,
𝑒 = 10 m) and DM3 (𝐿𝑒∕𝐷 = 8, 𝐷 = 0.762 m, ℎ = 2.5 cm, 𝑒 = 10 m)
— cf. to the GDP pile specifications in Table 1. Although GDP01,02 and
DS4/DM3 share similar 𝐿 ∕𝐷 ratios, a totally fair comparison between
5

𝑒

the corresponding lateral responses does not seem to be possible, due
to the differences in load eccentricity and soil profile — recent work
on more general normalisation strategies has successfully dealt with the
former, but not yet with the latter (Wang et al., 2022). Nevertheless,
reasonable agreement between the two sets of field data is observed,
which is encouraging from a general validation perspective — see also
the magnified view around small displacements in Fig. 6(b)-right.

2.4. Cyclic/dynamic loading programme

The cyclic/dynamic loading programme applied to the MTPs is
illustrated in Fig. 7. Each cyclic/dynamic test lasted about 40 h and
included a total amount of 𝑁 = 82 000 loading cycles. Some of the
cycles were applied with relatively large amplitude at constant/low
frequency (black parcels in Fig. 7), with interleaved stages of small-
amplitude loading at variable frequency (henceforth referred to as
dynamic ‘frequency sweeps’ — grey parcels in Fig. 7). All load parcels
were defined by combining a monoharmonic excitation of amplitude
𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 and frequency 𝑓 with an average load level 𝐹𝑎𝑣:

𝐹 (𝑡) = 𝐹𝑎𝑣 + 𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 × sin (2𝜋𝑓𝑡) (1)

All the loading settings associated with Eq. (1) and Fig. 7 are
summarised in Table 2. Cyclic/dynamic loading was applied in all
instances with 𝐹𝑎𝑣 > 𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 (‘one-way’ loading), therefore with no
risk of compression buckling for the connection beam in Fig. 4. The
stroke (displacement range) of the loading frame was limited by the
capabilities of the hydraulic power unit, which finally allowed for a
maximum load of 350 kN when applied at 0.1 Hz, and a maximum
loading frequency of 4 Hz.

Each low-frequency cyclic parcels (𝑎 − 𝑒 in Fig. 7) comprised 𝑁 =
1000 cycles. Taking GDP01’s CPT profile as an average of the profiles
at all MTPs locations, the aforementioned reference capacity of 1.46
MN was retained for both GDP-driven MTPs as a reasonable first
approximation. Accordingly, the maximum load magnitudes (𝐹𝑎𝑣+𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐)
imposed during the parcels 𝑎−𝑑 and 𝑏−𝑐−𝑒 were, respectively, 12% and
24% of the reference capacity — these are representative of operational
loading conditions for modern OWT monopiles (Kementzetzidis et al.,
2019), and also sufficient to mobilise non-linear features of pile–soil
interaction. Such features include, e.g., the cyclic accumulation of per-
manent pile displacement, which is closely related to the perturbation
of the stress state and micro-structure of the surrounding soil (Cuéllar
et al., 2009). In order to mitigate creep effects in the cyclic response,
every change towards new 𝐹𝑎𝑣 − 𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 pairs was preceded by a 10 min
stage of static preloading — see the magnified window in Fig. 7.

Dynamic frequency sweeps (or f-sweeps, for brevity) were inter-
leaved between consecutive cyclic parcels (Fig. 7) to gain insight into
the response of the test piles during weak vibrations and for different
𝐹𝑎𝑣 values; the possible impact on the (dynamic) lateral stiffness of a
varying loading frequency was also inspected in light of the full-scale
observations discussed by Versteijlen et al. (2017) and Kementzetzidis
et al. (2021). The 16 frequency sweeps featured 𝑁 = 4800 cycles
applied at a constant/low amplitude of 𝐹 = 2.5 kN, while the loading
𝑐𝑦𝑐
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Fig. 6. (a) Monotonic loading test results for the ATPs GDP01 and GDP02; (b) comparison in terms of normalised load (𝐹 ) and displacement (�̃�) between the monotonic responses of
GDP01–GDP02 and those of the piles DS4 (𝐿𝑒∕𝐷 = 10, 𝐷 = 0.273 m, ℎ = 0.7 cm) and DM3 (𝐿𝑒∕𝐷 = 8, 𝐷 = 0.762 m, ℎ = 2.5 cm) tested in the framework of the PISA project (McAdam
et al., 2020): (left) full test view and (right) magnified view of the small-displacement range. 𝑝𝑎 and 𝛾 ′ stand in the normalisation for atmospheric pressure and buoyant soil unit
weight, respectively.

Fig. 7. Cyclic/dynamic loading programme. Load amplitudes are provided against time (bottom axis) and number of cycles (top axis). Cyclic load parcels (𝑎 − 𝑒) and dynamic
f-sweeps (𝑎 − 𝑒7.5,…,220 are shown in black and grey, respectively — see loading specifications in Table 2.
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Table 2
Loading specifications for the cyclic/dynamic field tests — cf. to Fig. 7.
– 𝐹𝑎𝑣 [kN] 𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 [kN] 𝑓 [Hz] 𝑁 × 103 – 𝐹𝑎𝑣 [kN] 𝐹𝑐𝑦𝑐 [kN] 𝑓 [Hz] 𝑁 × 103

07.5 7.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝑐90 89.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝒂 90 85 0.1 1 𝑐7.5 7.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝑎90 89.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝒅 90 85 0.1 1
𝑎7.5 7.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝑑178 177.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝒃 177.5 172.5 0.1 1 𝑑90 89.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝑏178 177.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝑑7.5 7.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝑏90 89.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝒆 177.5 172.5 0.1 1
𝑏7.5 7.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝑒178 177.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝑏220 219.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8 𝑒90 89.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝒄 220 130 0.1 1 𝑒7.5 7.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
𝑐220 219.5 2.5 0.1–4 4.8
Fig. 8. (a) Pile–soil gap observed after loading monotonically an ATP; pile–soil contact patterns after first gap formation (i.e., for 𝑁 > 1): (b) 𝐹 = 0 (fully unloaded pile), and (c)
𝐹 > 0 (during pile reloading).
frequency was increased from 0.1 Hz to 4 Hz with increments of 0.1 Hz
every 120 cycles. Preliminary tests on the ATPs indicated that 120
cycles would be generally sufficient for the attainment of a steady-state
response under the considered loading/site conditions.

In what follows, individual dynamic parcels are referred to as
labelled in Fig. 7 — for example, 𝑏7.5 denotes a frequency sweep applied
after the cyclic parcel 𝑏 around an average load of 7.5 kN, while ‘f𝑏-
sweeps’ indicates the whole set of frequency sweeps between parcels 𝑏
and 𝑐.

3. Pile response to cyclic load parcels

This section elaborates on the results of the tests performed on the
GDP MTPs, particularly on the response to slow/large amplitude load
parcels (𝑎 − 𝑒 in Fig. 7).

3.1. Impact of onshore soil conditions

As confirmed by previous field studies (Li et al., 2015; Achmus et al.,
2020; McAdam et al., 2020), onshore tests are typically affected by
the presence of shallow unsaturated soil. An important consequence of
unsaturated soil conditions is the development of an apparent cohesion,
even in otherwise cohesionless soils such as sands (Fredlund, 2006).
Such a cohesion allows sand to self-sustain, and therefore enables the
formation of a vertical soil–pile gap during lateral loading — see in
Fig. 8(a) an example of soil–pile gap observed at the GDP site. Gapping
introduces a geometrical non-linearity in the lateral behaviour of a
pile, in that its embedment in the soil (in full contact) becomes a
function of the lateral displacement (Figs. 8(b)–8(c)). The formation
and evolution of the gap impacted significantly the cyclic/dynamic pile
7

response during the whole loading programme, however in a manner
not expected at offshore sites.

Fig. 9(a) displays the cyclic load–displacement response of GDP2
to the cyclic load parcel 𝑎 in Fig. 7, with emphasis on 𝑁 = 1, 2,
1000. The effect of the gap emerges immediately from the comparison
between the responses measured during the first two cycles: while a
typical decrease in tangent stiffness with the load amplitude is observed
during the former, an opposite (locking) behaviour is observed during
the latter and magnified by prolonged cycling — cf. to 𝑁 = 1000.
This finding is further supported by Fig. 9(b), which displays GDP2’s
force–displacement response to the five cyclic load parcels (from 𝑎 to
𝑒). The response during the first two cycles is qualitatively very similar
for parcels 𝑎 and 𝑏, whereas only a stiffening behaviour is observed for
the following parcels 𝑐−𝑑− 𝑒 from the onset of loading. It may thus be
inferred that the geometry of the gap mainly evolved during the first
cycles of parcels 𝑎 and 𝑏. In this respect, the interaction between lateral
pile behaviour and gap formation/evolution can be simply conceptu-
alised with the aid of Fig. 8, where 𝐿𝑦 and 𝐿𝑥 denote, respectively, the
current depth and opening of the gap on one side of the pile (Fig. 9(a)).
It may be argued that the maximum value of 𝐿𝑥, 𝐿𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑥, approximately
coincides with the largest displacement ever experienced by the pile
(minus the soil rebound caused by elastic unloading Matlock et al.,
1978), which evolves in time depending on the specific features of the
loading sequence (Fig. 7). Upon unloading (i.e., reversal of the load
direction), the apparent soil cohesion allows soil–pile separation with
a (nearly) vertical soil wall; upon the subsequent reloading, the pile
regains contact with the self-standing soil wall after moving through the
open gap. As the gap progressively recloses (i.e., 𝐿𝑥 and 𝐿𝑦 decrease),
the deflection of the pile is resisted by an increasing mass of ‘engaged’
soil, which produces the gradual stiffening of lateral response (tangent
stiffness) that is visible in Figs. 9(a)–9(b) for 𝑁 > 1. Generally, the
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Fig. 9. (a) GDP2 ’s load–displacement response to the first cyclic load parcel (𝑎) in Fig. 7 (left), and the corresponding load-time history (right); (b) GDP2 ’s load–displacement
esponse to cyclic load parcels 𝑎 − 𝑏 (left), 𝑏 − 𝑐 − 𝑑 (centre), and 𝑏 − 𝑒 (right) — solid and dashed black lines highlight the first (𝑁 = 1) and the last (𝑁 = 1000) response cycles

for parcels 𝑎 − 𝑏.
evolution in time of the gap size is mainly determined by the magnitude
of the capillary forces in the unsaturated soil and the maximum loading
amplitude experienced by the pile, with only marginal gap enlargement
caused by the cyclic lateral ratcheting of the pile. In conclusion, 𝐿𝑥 and
𝐿𝑦 are expected to vary substantially when the cyclic loading amplitude
rises to a new maximum as suggested by Figs. 9(b), 11.

It is also apparent in Fig. 9(b) that, due to the gapping mechanism,
the resulting cyclic response does not comply with the well-known Mas-
ing idealisation, which is at variance with the experimental evidence
normally associated with pile tests in either dry or water-saturated
sand Abadie (2015) and Liu et al. (2022).

3.2. Cyclic pile deflection and bending

Despite the differences in soil profile (Fig. 3), it is possible to draw
a qualitative picture of the installation effects associated with different
pile driving methods — more quantitative conclusions have recently
been obtained by Kementzetzidis et al. (2023), Kementzetzidis (2023)
through numerical modelling work, using a novel 1D soil reaction
8

model accounting both for ratcheting and gapping effects (Kementzet-
zidis et al., 2022). To this end, Fig. 10(a) shows for all MTPs the
evolution in time of the lateral displacement in response to the whole
cyclic/dynamic loading sequence. Overall, the GDP-installed piles ex-
perienced a smaller deflection than the other piles (cf. GDP1 to IH
considering their similar soil profiles), which reflects positively on the
GDP method also from a post-installation perspective. In particular,
GDP2 displaced less than GDP1, as one could have anticipated based
on the respective CPT profiles. It is also worth noting that the VH-
installed pile displaced less than the IH pile, which is rather surprising
in light of the pre-installation soil conditions at the respective locations
(Fig. 3) — see Tsetas et al. (2023). In this regard, previous studies on
full scale monopiles (Achmus et al., 2020) in sand have shown that
the installation settings of standard axial vibro-driving can drastically
impact the post-installation lateral response in comparison to impact-
hammered piles, which seems indeed consistent with the experimental
findings of this field study.

It was qualitatively observed for all MPTs that, after the main
gap-forming events (parcels 𝑎 − 𝑏), cycling with a lower amplitude
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(e.g., parcel 𝑑) determined a motion of the piles that was entirely
within the breadth of the gap (Fig. 8(c)) and, therefore, with a lower
cyclic stiffness due to the reduced embedment. As a consequence,
wider ranges of cyclic displacement were recorded for a given load
parcel when applied under ‘fully gapped’ conditions — compare the
pile responses to parcels 𝑎 and 𝑑 in Fig. 10(a). With further reference
to parcel 𝑑, some displacement relaxation was measured, which indi-
cates a reversal in the direction of pile deflection. Such a mechanism,
sometimes termed self-healing or stabilisation, was first documented in
relation to small-scale 1 g tests on monopiles (Sturm et al., 2008),
and later interpreted through 1D (Kementzetzidis et al., 2022) and 3D
FE (Solf et al., 2010) numerical simulations, respectively. A similar self-
healing mechanisms has also been observed during cyclic centrifuge
tests on tripod bucket foundations (Wang et al., 2018).

Pile deflection measurements are complemented by the ground
monitoring data shown in Fig. 10 for the two GDP-driven MTPs. Fig. 10
displays the evolution of the total radial stress and the pore water
pressure (𝛥𝜎𝑟 and 𝛥𝑝𝑤, increments with respect to post-installation
values) at the soil locations and depths indicated in Fig. 2. There is
evident correlation between the trends of radial soil stress and lateral
pile displacement (Fig. 10(a)). Particularly, significant permanent vari-
ations in radial stress are associated with the load parcels of larger
amplitude, which are also those causing the most significant lateral pile
deflection. Conversely, only modest pore pressure variations have been
recorded throughout the loading sequence at the considered sensor lo-
cations under the water table, which is at variance with the substantial
variations that occurred during pile installation (Tsetas et al., 2023).

The above observations regarding cyclic pile–soil interaction in
the presence of a gap are largely confirmed by the GDP2 moment
profiles shown in Fig. 11 as an example. Such profiles were derived
from the FBG strain sensor data — particularly, for the first (𝑁 =
1) and last (𝑁 = 1000) cycles of all cyclic parcels 𝑎 − 𝑒 (at the
corresponding maximum load level), and also for the static preloading
stages preceding parcels 𝑎 and 𝑒90 (𝑎𝑠𝑝 and 𝑒𝑠𝑝90 respectively, with 𝐹 =
90 kN, see Fig. 11(c)); circular markers and solid lines are used for
the experimental data and their 4th-order polynomial interpolations,
respectively.

The moment profiles seem overall to confirm that no further gap
enlargement/deepening took place after the application of parcel 𝑏.
This statement is supported by the considerable evolution of the mo-
ment profile that may be observed through parcels 𝑎 (Fig. 11(a)) and
𝑏 (Fig. 11(b)), whereas very limited moment variations are associated
with the other cyclic parcels. The major impact of the gap on the
cyclic pile response clearly emerges from the comparison in Fig. 11(b)
between the moment profiles associated with the static preloading
stages 𝑎𝑠𝑝 and 𝑒𝑠𝑝90. These particular profiles were selected to highlight
the difference between full and partial soil–pile contact on the passive
soil side — it is indeed argued that the gap had not yet been opened for
𝑎𝑠𝑝, while the previous parcels of larger amplitude did likely prevent
full contact under the 𝑒𝑠𝑝90’s low load level (𝐹 = 90 kN). The latter
conjecture is fully confirmed by the atypical moment distribution that
is shown for 𝑒𝑠𝑝90 in Fig. 11(b): the moment values down to about 3.5 m
are aligned along the same linear trend that one would obtain for the
case of no soil reactions and with the real lateral load eccentricity that
was held during the field tests. Such a depth of 3.5 m may be regarded
as a close approximation of the maximum gap depth, which is also
consistent with the field observations of McAdam et al. (2020).

3.3. Evolution of the cyclic stiffness

The responses of GDP1 and GDP2 are further compared in Fig. 12 in
terms of the load–displacement cycles associated with 𝑁 = 1, 1000 for
the load parcel 𝑎. Comparison to the ATP monotonic curves in Fig. 6(a)
is also included in the figure, which indicates good consistency in terms
9

of (pre-gapping) pile response at the considered ATP/MTP locations.
While the cyclic responses of GDP1 and GDP2 appear very similar in
the first cycle, appreciable differences can be noticed after 1000 cycles.

The responses of both GDP piles to slow/cyclic loading were fur-
ther processed to obtain quantitative information regarding the overall
cyclic stiffness. Special attention to the effects of soil–pile gapping had
to be devoted when processing the experimental force–displacement cy-
cles, such as those in Fig. 9(a). To distinguish material and geometrical
non-linearity in the soil, three distinct definitions of the secant cyclic
stiffness 𝐾𝑐𝑦𝑐 were considered as per Fig. 13(a), namely with respect to
(i) the initial 0.5 mm of the cyclic deflection range (𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 , at minimum
load), (ii) the final 0.5 mm (𝐾𝑐𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 , at maximum load), and (iii) the whole
load/deflection range (𝐾𝑎𝑣

𝑐𝑦𝑐) — it was found appropriate to determine
𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 and 𝐾𝑐𝑔
𝑐𝑦𝑐 with reference to cyclic displacement ranges of 0.5 mm

(Fig. 13(a)), based on the observation that its further reduction would
not alter the corresponding stiffness values. While 𝐾𝑎𝑣

𝑐𝑦𝑐 was defined to
track an average secant stiffness affected both by soil plasticity and
gapping (see results in Fig. 14(a)), 𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 and 𝐾𝑐𝑔
𝑐𝑦𝑐 were introduced to

inspect the role of different conditions on the passive side of the pile–
soil interface, i.e., in the presence of either open or (re)closed gap —
hence the superscripts 𝑜𝑔 and 𝑐𝑔 for ‘open-gap’ and ‘closed-gap’.

As illustrated in Fig. 14(a), the evolution of 𝐾𝑎𝑣
𝑐𝑦𝑐 against the number

of cycles 𝑁 clearly displays the influence of soil–pile gapping. During
the main gap-opening parcels (𝑎 − 𝑏), a gradual decrease in average
stiffness occurred due to the largest loading amplitudes being expe-
rienced by both GDP piles for the first time. Some slower decrease
is also visible for parcel 𝑐, during which there was presumably no
further opening of the gap. When parcel 𝑑 (equal to 𝑎) was applied,
the piles experienced an overall unloading and responded to cyclic
loading with a permanently open gap, which explains the drop in 𝐾𝑎𝑣

𝑐𝑦𝑐
as a consequence of lateral resistance being provided only by the soil
below the gap. With no further gap opening, 𝐾𝑎𝑣

𝑐𝑦𝑐 gradually increased
during cycling, in a way already reported in the literature based on
small-scale pile tests in dry sand (i.e., without appreciable gapping
effects) (Klinkvort et al., 2010; LeBlanc et al., 2010; Abadie, 2015;
Abadie et al., 2019; Richards, 2019).

To broaden the picture offered by Fig. 14(a), cyclic trends both of
𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 and 𝐾𝑐𝑔
𝑐𝑦𝑐 are plotted in Figs. 14(b)–14(c). 𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 was previously
introduced as representative of open-gap conditions, in which only
the soil below the gap contributes to the lateral stiffness. After full
formation of the gap, 𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 values of approximately 27 kN/mm and 19
kN/mm may be observed at the end of parcel 𝑏 and, very consistently,
at the beginning of both parcels 𝑑 and 𝑒. This outcome suggests to
regard the pile-gap-soil system as a single entity in combination with
the applied loading: its (current) geometrical configuration seems to
determine the resulting open-gap stiffness 𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 , which does explain
why very similar 𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 values are associated with comparable widths
(𝐿𝑥) of the gap. With reference to Fig. 10(a), 𝐿𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑥 was estimated to
approximately equal 𝐿𝑥 at the end of parcel 𝑏 (and also at the beginning
of parcels 𝑑−𝑒), i.e., about 25.5 mm and 22.5 mm for GDP1 and GDP2,
respectively (see Fig. 10(a)).

The same test results are re-elaborated in Fig. 14(c) also in terms
of closed-gap stiffness 𝐾𝑐𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 , which was defined to filter gapping effects
out of the global pile–soil response. It is argued that, with the only
exception of parcel 𝑑, all the other parcels allowed both piles to achieve
(nearly) full contact with the resisting passive soil. With reference to
the ‘full-contact parcels’, (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑒), the 𝐾𝑐𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 values seem to align
along a trend always increasing with the number of cycles, in a manner
that is consistent with the pile behaviour presented in the aforecited
small-scale studies from the literature.

Overall, a good consistency between site investigation data and
pile test results is confirmed by the response of GDP2 featuring cyclic
deflections (Fig. 10(a)) and closed-gap stiffness 𝐾𝑐𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 values (Fig. 14(c))
respectively lower and larger than GDP1’s, which reflects the larger soil

density/stiffness at the GDP2 location (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 10. Pile deflection and ground response recorded during the loading programme in Fig. 7: (a) lateral displacement (𝑈) of all MPTs (GDP1,2, IH, VH) recorded at the ground
surface — the single-head arrow points to the maximum displacement experienced by GDP1 at the end of parcel 𝑏 (≈𝐿𝑥,𝑚𝑎𝑥: maximum gap-opening over the loading programme),
while the double-head arrow spans the displacement range of the IH pile at the 1000th cycle of parcel 𝑏; (b) time increments of radial soil pressure (𝛥𝜎𝑟, total stress) and pore
water pressure (𝛥𝑝𝑤) with respect to the initial in-situ value for GDP1 and GDP2 (𝛥𝜎𝑟(t = 0) = 𝛥𝑝𝑤 (t = 0) = 0); (c) cyclic/dynamic loading programme.
4. Pile dynamics under small-amplitude load parcels

As illustrated in Fig. 7, dynamic frequency sweeps of small ampli-
tude (2.5 kN) were interleaved between cyclic parcels. Figs. 10(a)–14
suggest altogether that weak dynamic vibrations did not impact sub-
stantially the slow/cyclic response, regardless of the larger number of
applied small cycles — for instance, 𝑁 = 17 200 cycles at four different
values of 𝐹𝑎𝑣 between parcels 𝑏 and 𝑐. Generally, small-amplitude
vibrations did not induce further pile deflection and gap opening.

Fig. 15 displays the evolution of (the absolute value of) the dynamic
pile stiffness |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| during each frequency sweep. For each dynamic
loading cycle, |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| was obtained as the ratio between the ranges
of applied load (5 kN in all cases) and displacement, as illustrated
in Fig. 13(b). Although all associated with small-amplitude vibrations,
|𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| values vary significantly along the sequence of f-sweeps. Partic-
ularly worth noting are the variations in |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| during the f𝑏-sweeps:
while |𝐾 | ≈ 20 kN/mm when the pile was previously cycled around
10

𝑑𝑦𝑛
𝐹𝑎𝑣 = 90 kN in 𝑎90, a significantly larger average load of 178 kN (𝑏178)
determined a higher stiffness of about 50 kN/mm — similar conclusions
also apply to the |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| trends during the f𝑐 -, f𝑑 -, and f𝑒-sweeps.

Fig. 16 helps to understand the observed non-monotonic relation-
ship between |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| and 𝐹𝑎𝑣. The figure displays the last (1000th)
load–displacement cycle associated with the main gap-opening parcels
𝑎 and 𝑏, together with the dynamic responses that resulted from the
f𝑎- and f𝑏-sweeps. An interesting finding emerges clearly from Fig. 16:
the dynamic stiffness during individual f-sweeps seems to be strongly
correlated with the (tangent) cyclic stiffness 𝐾 𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝑐𝑦𝑐 around the same 𝐹𝑎𝑣
level that characterises the preceding cyclic parcel. Such a finding is
more quantitatively supported, for GDP2, by Fig. 17, which shows on
the left a magnified view of Fig. 15 around the f𝑏-sweeps and, on
the right, the thousandth cycle recorded for parcel 𝑏. The cycle in
Fig. 17(b) was also interpolated through a polynomial function (dotted
line through the cycle), so that tangent stiffness values (𝐾 𝑡𝑎𝑛, on the
𝑐𝑦𝑐
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Fig. 11. (a–b) Selected GDP2 ’s moment profiles from FBG strain sensor data and (c) their temporal correspondence with the cyclic/dynamic loading programme. Moment data
(circular markers) and their 4th-order polynomial interpolations (solid lines) are plotted in (a–b) using the same colours adopted in (c).
Fig. 12. GDP1-GDP2 load–displacement cycles associated with 𝑁 = 1, 1000 for the load parcel 𝑎 in Fig. 7. Monotonic test results for GDP01-GDP02 (from Fig. 6(a)) are also
reported for comparison.
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right axis) within the relevant range of 𝐹𝑎𝑣 could be readily computed
through differentiation.

The comparison between Figs. 17(a) and 17(b) highlights the non-
monotonic relationship between |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| and 𝐹𝑎𝑣, in which the |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛|

patterns in Fig. 15 follow consistently the sequence of applied 𝐹𝑎𝑣
alues. This observation leads to believe that a loading event of large
agnitude (such as parcel 𝑏) may provide information relevant to
redicting the behaviour under subsequent small-amplitude parcels
ithin the same load range.
11

f

|𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| appears to be nearly unaffected by the loading frequency
uring most of the f-sweeps applied to both piles, with the excep-
ion of 07.5, 𝑎7.5, 𝑏220, and (𝑏 − 𝑒)90. While some of these exceptions
ould not be easily explained (e.g., 07.5, 𝑎7.5, and 𝑏220), the kind of

requency-dependence observed for (𝑏 − 𝑒)90 has been recently inter-
reted by Kementzetzidis et al. (2021). Based on the results of full-scale
ynamic tests, Kementzetzidis et al. showed that the low-frequency
ynamics of a monopile in sand can be conveniently described through
n equivalent linear visco-elastic macro-system with one degree of
reedom (1dof), characterised by independent values of static stiffness
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Fig. 13. Relevant definitions of (a) cyclic and (b) dynamic stiffness adopted in the discussion of pile response data.

Fig. 14. Cyclic evolution vs time of the (a) average (𝐾𝑎𝑣
𝑐𝑦𝑐 ), (b) open-gap (𝐾𝑜𝑔

𝑐𝑦𝑐 ), and closed-gap (𝐾𝑐𝑔
𝑐𝑦𝑐 ) lateral pile stiffness; (d) cyclic/dynamic loading programme.
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Fig. 15. (a) Absolute value of the dynamic stiffness |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| vs number of cycles (bottom axis) during the dynamic f-sweeps; (b) cyclic/dynamic loading programme.

Fig. 16. Relationship between the cyclic (parcels 𝑎 and 𝑏, 1000th cycles) and dynamic (f𝑎 − f𝑏-sweeps) load–displacement responses for GDP1 and GDP2.

Fig. 17. Detailed comparison between GDP2 ’s cyclic and dynamic responses: (a) absolute value of the dynamic stiffness |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛| (left axis) vs number of cycles at different 𝐹𝑎𝑣 levels
(right axis) for the frequency sweeps 𝑏7.5,90,178,220; (b) 1000th load–displacement cycle (left axis) and corresponding interpolated tangent stiffness (right axis) at the end of parcel 𝑏.
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Table 3
Equivalent 1dof dynamic properties identified for GDP1 and GDP2 with respect to
ifferent f-sweeps around 𝐹𝑎𝑣 = 90 kN (cf. to Fig. 18). Data associated with 𝑎90 did
ot allow the same kind of interpretation/processing — see Fig. 15.

GDP1 GDP2

𝐾0 [kN/mm] 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 [Hz] 𝜉 [%] 𝐾0 [kN/mm] 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 [Hz] 𝜉 [%]

𝑎90 84 – – 63 – –
𝑏90 17.45 12.98 5% 19.92 13.41 8%
𝑐90 35.70 14.23 11% 20.02 12.00 9%
𝑑90 18.32 14.31 6% 19.95 13.71 8%
𝑒90 16.57 12.91 9% 18.85 12.81 12%

(𝐾0), damping ratio (𝜉), and undamped resonance frequency (𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠). In
his regard, Fig. 18(a) shows for GDP1 how the experimental |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛|−𝑓
rends emerged from (𝑏, 𝑑, 𝑒)90 can be used to identify the properties of
he mentioned 1dof macro-system, based on the following expression
f the dynamic stiffness:

𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛(𝑓 )| = 𝐾0

√

√

√

√

√

[

1 −
(

𝑓
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠

)2
]2

+
[

2𝜉
𝑓
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠

]2
(2)

where 𝑓 is the excitation frequency. The identified properties are sum-
marised in Table 3 for both GDP-driven piles and the selected f-sweeps.
Overall, the values provided in the table suggest that: (i) the global
dynamic properties of the system are quite similar for sweeps around
the same 𝐹𝑎𝑣 value — with the unclear exception of 𝑐90 for GDP1 (see
ig. 18(b)); (ii) resonance-related valleys in the |𝐾𝑑𝑦𝑛|−𝑓 curves would
ave likely been found at significantly larger frequencies, expectedly
n the order of 12–14 Hz (see identified 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 values in Table 3). Such
ynamic macro-properties could have been more reliably identified by
panning a wider frequency range in the loading tests (Versteijlen et al.,
017; Kementzetzidis et al., 2021).

Finally, the field data were also post-processed to derive global
alues of foundation damping for all f-sweep stages. To this end, the
ollowing conventional definition of damping ratio (𝜉) was adopted (Ja-
obsen, 1960; Chopra, 1995):

=
𝐸𝐷

4𝜋𝐸𝑆
(3)

here 𝐸𝐷 and 𝐸𝑆 denote the stored elastic energy and the plastic work
loop area) associated with individual force–displacement cycles (Yang
t al., 2018). From a practical standpoint, the 𝜉 values displayed in
ig. 19 were obtained after ‘removing’ the asymmetry introduced by the
oad bias 𝐹𝑎𝑣 (i.e., by treating each load–displacement loop as if centred
ith respect to the load value 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑎𝑣). There was no need to extend
14

he calculation procedure to the case of a ratcheting cyclic response (as
n Abadie, 2015), given the negligible displacement accumulation that
as recorded during the frequency sweeps.

The damping values obtained, cycle by cycle, for both GDP-driven
iles are reported in Fig. 19. In general, relatively large damping values
ere found, in reasonable agreement with the values alternatively

dentified through the stiffness-frequency trends in Fig. 18 (cf. to
able 3).

. Concluding remarks

Recent research related to the GDP project (‘Gentle Driving of Piles’)
as been presented in this study, which complements the companion
aper by Tsetas et al. (2023). GDP is a TU Delft-led joint industry
roject on the development of a new vibratory driving technology for
onopiles. Its stepping stone is the idea that both efficient installation

nd low noise emission can be achieved by applying to the pile a combi-
ation of low-frequency/axial and high-frequency/torsional vibrations.
o achieve a first demonstration of the GDP concept, medium-scale
ield tests were performed at the sandy Maasvlakte II site in Rotter-
am. Such tests included installation experiments with different driving
ethods (impact hammering, axial vibro-driving, and GDP driving),

ollowed by cyclic/dynamic loading of the same piles.
The soil inhomogeneity at the Maasvlakte II site has hindered a

traightforward comparison of all loading test results, and led to focus
n the cyclic/dynamic response of the two GDP-driven piles — except
or cyclic pile deflection data, which have been reported and compared
or all the instrumented test piles.

The main experimental evidence presented in this paper may be
ummarised as follows:

– the measured lateral pile responses have been found to be sig-
nificantly affected by the onshore geotechnical conditions at the
Maasvlakte II site, especially by the occurrence of pile–soil gap-
ping in the shallow unsaturated soil;

– the cyclic trends of lateral pile deflection have shown good com-
patibility with soil monitoring data, particularly with the varia-
tions in radial soil pressure that were recorded near the piles at
different depths;

– while the expected pile displacement accumulation has been ob-
served during most cyclic load parcels, both decreasing and in-
creasing cyclic patterns have been documented for the average
secant stiffness. The latter evidence has been attributed to the
complex interplay of gap geometry and sand’s fabric changes

under multi-amplitude cyclic lateral loading;
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Fig. 19. Damping ratio values calculated for GDP1 and GDP2 from the f-sweep data.
– the lateral pile stiffness during small-amplitude frequency sweeps
has been shown to be well correlated with the stiffness vari-
ations observed during the cyclic parcel of largest amplitude.
The frequency sweep data have also exposed some frequency-
dependence of the dynamic stiffness for loading frequencies larger
than 1 Hz, and returned values of damping ratio that are broadly
consistent with those alternatively inferred from dynamic stiffness-
frequency trends.

In addition to the above geotechnical observations, the field cam-
aign has preliminarily shown that not only GDP is an effective pile
nstallation method (see companion paper), but also that it is unlikely
o compromise a satisfactory post-installation response of the pile —
omparing the lateral deflection trends of piles installed using different
riving methods has not suggested otherwise. More quantitative anal-
sis of all loading test results will follow based on detailed numerical
odelling work.
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